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We develop the foundations for graded equivalence theory and apply them to 
investigate properties uch as primeness, finite representation type, and vertex 
theory of graded rings. The key fact that we prove is that, for any two G-graded 
rings R and S such that there is a category equivalence from gr(R) to gr(S) that 
commutes with suspensions, then, for any subgroup H of G, the categories 
gr(H[G, R) and gr(H[G, S) of modules graded by the G-set of right cosets are 
also equivalent. © 1995 Academic Press, lnc, 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Graded Equivalence 
Let R and S be rings graded by a group G and let gr(R) and gr(S) 
denote the categories of graded right R-modules and S-modules, respec- 
tively. If g ~ G and M is a graded, right R-module, then the g-suspension 
of M is the graded right R-module M(g), which equals M as a set 
and which is graded via M(g) x = Mgx. Following [14], we say a functor 
H: g r (R)~ gr(S) is a graded functor provided H commutes with 
each g-suspension, g ~ G; i.e., H(M(g)) = H(M)(g). A graded functor 
H: gr(R) --* gr(S) is said to be a graded equivalence provided there is a 
graded functor K: gr(S) ~ gr(R) which is the inverse to H. When such a 
graded equivalence exists, we say that R and S are graded equivalent rings. 
Graded equivalence arose from the Cohen and Montgomery duality 
results [9] and from the graded Artin representation work of [14]. Both 
papers make use of the following fact: If R and S are graded equivalent 
rings, then not only is gr(R) equivalent to gr(S) but the category of right 
R-modules, mod(R), and the category of right S-modules, rood(S), are 
also equivalent. This "two-tiered" category equivalence makes it possible 
to pass properties between mod(R~) and mod(R). 
*The author's research was partially supported by the National Security Agency. E-mail 
address: hae fner@vision.uccs.edu. 
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In this paper, we ask if R and S are graded equivalent rings, are there 
other equivalences beside between gr(R) and gr(S) and between mod(R) 
and mod(S)? Our first objective is to show that, for any two graded 
equivalent rings R and S and for any subgroup H of G, there are 
equivalences between the categories gr(HI G, R) and gr(HI G, S) of mod- 
ules graded by the G-set of right H-cosets. The second goal of this paper 
is to use these multiple equivalences to pass properties from rings graded 
by subgroups H to rings graded by the full group G. 
Let R be a ring graded by a group G and let H and I be subgroups of 
G such that I cH .  Let HIG denote a set of right cosets of H. An 
HIG-graded (right) R-module M is a right R-module with an Rl-internai 
direct sum decomposition M = ~c ~ HIC Mc where the Ri-modules M c of 
M satisfy McRg c Mcg for all C ~ HIG and g ~ G. The decomposition 
is called an HrG-grading of M, and its summands Mc are the C-compo- 
nent of M for each C ~ HI G. 
The category of HIG-graded R-modules, denoted by gr(HIG, R), con- 
sists of the HIG-graded R-modules ("the objects") and those R-homo- 
morphisms ~b: M ~ N which are grade-preserving in the sense that 
¢b(M c) c N c for all C ~ HIG ("the morphisms"). In the extreme case 
H= 1, gr(llG, R )=gr (R) ,  while in the case H= G, gr(HIG, R)= 
mod(R). 
If I c H are subgroups of G, and if M ~ gr(IIG, R), written M = 
~c~t lcMo then the truncation of M at H is defined to be M H = 
~C~IIHMc . In particular, the truncation of R at H is R H = ~hEHRj , .  
We shall let mod(R H) denote the category of right RH-modules. 
If R is strongly graded by G, then the categories gr(HIG, R) and 
mod(R H) are equivalent via the functors truncation (--)H: gr(HI G, R) ---, 
mod(R H) and induction (__)G = _ ®R R: mod(R H) ~ gr(HlG, R). For 
. . , H 
non-strongly graded rings, the mduct~on functor gives a full, exact embed- 
ding of mod(R H) into gr(HIG, R) since the truncation functor is a left 
inverse to the induction functor. For further detail, see Lemma 7.3 or [13]. 
Consequently, we prefer to consider gr(HIG, R) as a generalization of
mod(RH). 
In addition, if K is a subgroup contained in H, then Dade has studied 
two natural functors between gr(HIG, R) and gr(KIG, R) in connection 
with his work on Clifford theory for graded rings; we will denote these 
functors via (__)/¢1~: gr(HIG, R) ---, gr(KIG, R) (the "refinement" func- 
tor) and (--)Hie: gr(KIG, R)---, gr(HIG, R) (the "forgetful" functor). 
Details are provided in Section 3. These functors, like the categories 
themselves, are generalizations of the well-studied "restriction" and "in- 
duction" functors from representation theory (Propositions 3.6 and 3.7). 
We fulfill our first objective by proving Theorems 3.1 and 3.5, which state 
that if R and S are graded equivalent, then there is a 
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equivalence between gr(HlG, R) and gr(HlG, S) for each subgroup H of 
G, and these equivalences commute with the refinement and the forgetful 
functors. 
Applications 
To fulfill our second objectives of this paper, we apply this graded 
equivalence machine to five areas of ring and module theory. 
Von Neumann Regular and Prime Conditions. To study when a graded 
ring R is prime, it is natural to ask to what extent does the primeness of 
Rtt, for a certain class of subgroups H in G, determine the primeness of 
R. For example, it is known that, for a strongly graded ring R such that R 1 
is prime, R is prime if and only if Rcp is prime for all Sylow p-subgroups 
Gp of G; see [20, Exercise 7, p. 186]. We improve this result by re- 
placing the R~-prime hypothesis with an R-graded prime hypothesis; ee 
Theorem 4.5. 
Relatiue Projectiuity. Using the refinement functor (__)Hie and the 
forgetful functor (--)t~jc, we define and study relative projectivity for 
graded rings in Section 5. This notion generalizes relative projectivity for 
group rings from classical representation theory (Proposition 5.3) and we 
characterize r lative projectivity by proving the G~ischutz theorem (Theo- 
rem 5.6) for graded rings. 
Graduated Orders. Let R denote a Dedekind domain with quotient 
field K, let A denote a finite dimensional, separable K-algebra, and let A 
denote an R-order inside A. A A-module M is said to be a A-lattice 
provided M is R-torsionfree. If A is graded by a group G, we call A a 
graded order and if, in addition, A 1 is a maximal R-order, then we say that 
A is graded with a maximal 1-component. Using Quinn's construction of 
the smash product A#G, we show in Section 6 that, for graded orders A 
with a maximal 1-component, A#G is a graduated order (see Definition 
6.1). This result enables us to describe the irreducible lattices over A#G 
and we correspond these to a special class of graded A-lattices in Proposi- 
tion 6.5. 
Finite Representation Type. If A is an R-order as above, we say that A 
has finite representation type, denoted (FRT), if there are only finitely 
many, non-isomorphic, indecomposable A-lattices. Our interest in orders 
with FRT is motivated by the integral group ring ZG which has FRT if 
and only if the Sylow subgroups of G are cyclic of order p or p2 for each 
prime p that divides I GI. We ask, if A is a Z-order that is graded by a 
group G, what conditions guarantee that A has FRT? In Section 7, we 
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show that to study graded orders with FRT, it suffices to assume the 
grading group is a p-group (Theorem 7.5). 
Mackey's Theorem, Vertices, Defect Groups, and Blocks• Finally, we 
devote Section 8 to developing defect group and block theory for graded 
rings. We begin with a version of Mackey's theorem for arbitrary graded 
rings• We define vertices, sources, and defect groups and we prove 
appropriate generalizations of the Green correspondence and the Brauer 
correspondence; our main source is [7]. 
Rings with Local Units 
In addition to the multiple set of equivalences arising from graded 
equivalence theory and the applications we present, we are also interested 
in developing the theory to handle infinite groups as in [16]. For this, we 
require the notion of local units and locally projective modules• 
A ring R is a ring with local units if every finite subset of R is contained 
in a subring of the form eRe where e = e 2 ~ R. We say that a left module 
M is unitary if RM=M.  If R has local units and M is a unitary 
R-module, then, for each finite subset X of M, there is an idempotent 
e = e 2 E R such that m =em for all m ~ X. See [16] for more details. 
Let R be a ring with local units. A left unitary module P is said to be 
locally projective provided there is a direct system {(P,,)~ ~.~,, O~'P~ -~ Pt3} 
such that the following hold: (1) The index set is itself directed; (2) P = 
l im a 
- - *  [(P0)~e~,, a~] with maps ~b~: P~ --* P such that th~ = tht30t3 when- 
ever a </3; (3) each P~ is a finitely generated, projective, direct summand 
of P and the projection maps ~b,~: P ~ P,, have the property that ~Ot3 = 
~_~ whenever t~ </3. We denote a locally projective module P by 
a l i ra  [p,~, 0~, ~b2qJ,~] and by P = lira) [p,,] when the maps are clear l - -  
from context: 
If P is a locally projective right R-module, written as P = lira [Pa],  
Horn)  
and X is any right (unitary) R-module, we use (P, X)  to denote the 
subgroup .m [EndR(p,~)]. Note that Horn (p,  X)  is a right End (p)_ 
module. See [16] for further details• 
If R is G-graded, then we say that R has graded local units provided R 1 
has local units and, for each g ~ G, Rg is a unital RI-bimodule. If P is a 
graded, locally projective right R-module. then each P,, is graded and the 
• . l im 
grading on P is determined by Pg = , [(P~)g]. See [16] for further 
details• 
For the remainder of this paper, assume all graded rings have graded local 
units, all modules are unital, and, unless noted otherwise, rings need not 
have identities. 
Finally, we thank the referee for the helpful comments on this paper. 
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2. GRADED EQUIVALENCE CHARACTERIZATIONS 
With classical Morita theory, two rings R and S with identity are Morita 
equivalent ff and only if there is a right progenerator P for R such that 
S -= EndR(P) as rings. We desire a similar module theoretical characteri- 
zation for two graded equivalent rings R and S that may not have an 
identity but will have graded local units. The main result of this section is 
Theorem 2.6 which characterizes graded equivalence. For the remainder 
of this section, let R and S denote G-graded rings with graded local units. 
DEFINITION 2.1. We denote the forgetful functor for graded R-mod- 
ules by FR: gr(R) ~ mod(R). When the ring R is clear from the context, 
we denote F n by F. An equivalence functor L: mod(R)--* mod(S) is 
called a forgotten graded equivalence provided there is a graded functor U:
gr(R) ~ gr(S) so that LF = FU. U is called the associated gradedfunctor 
of L. 
The essence of Theorem 2.6 is that there is very little difference 
between graded equivalence functors (i.e., functors between the categories 
of graded modules that commute with suspensions) and forgotten graded 
equivalence functors. In fact, since Gordon and Green prove this fact for 
rings with identity, they choose not to distinguish between these two 
notations and call them both "graded equivalences." For the interim and 
to avoid ambiguity, we distinguish between these two notions. After 
proving Theorem 2.6, however, we cease such distinctions when the 
context allows. 
The characterizations of graded equivalence that we present here are 
analogous to the characterizations of graded equivalence for g aded rings 
with identity found in [14] and [24]; the difference is that we use a locally 
projective generator P in place of a progenerator and we use graded 
Morita contexts. We mention that del Ri6 [24] considers when two rings R 
and S with identity, graded by possibly different groups, have equivalent 
graded categories and, consequently, that his proof of [14, Theorem 5.4] 
appears as a corollary to a more general theorem [24, Corollary 10]. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let P be a graded, locally projective right R-module, written 
e = lim [e,~]. 
Horn (p, X) is a graded 1. If  X is any graded right R-module, then 
( P )-module with gradation: right End 
Hom (e ,s )  = ~]~ Hom) (e ,S )g ,  
g~G 
where Horn (p ,x )g  = ,im [HomR(P, , ,X)g] .  
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End 2. The functor Horn (FP, - - ) :  mod(R) ~ mod( , (P)) induces a 
graded functor Horn (p,__):  gr(R) gr( End . ~ (P)) m such a way that 
Fo Horn (p , __ )= Horn (FP , - - )oF .  
Proof (1) Since each P~ is finitely generated and graded, it follows 
from [19, Corollary 1.2.11] that EndR(P,,) is a graded ring, whose gradation 
is given by 
EndR(P,~ ) = t~) Endg(P~)g 
gEG 
where Endn(P~)g = {f ~ EndR(P~)If([P~] x) c [P~]gx} for all x, g ~ G. 
Similarly, each HomR(P,~, X)  is a G-graded, right Endn(P~)-module via 
Hom,(P~,  X)g  = {f ~ Hom(  P~, X) l f (  [ P,,]x) c [P~]ux}- 
The right End, n(P)-module, H°m)R(P, X), is graded via Horn (p, X)g = 
tim [HOmR(P~ ' X)g]. 
(2) Let X be a graded right R-module. By (1), Hom (p, X)  is a 
graded End (P)-module. To finish the proof, it suffices to show that 
Horn (p ,__ )  commutes with the suspension functor; however, it is clear 
that we need only show that HomR(P~, - - )  commutes with the suspension 
functor whenever P,~ is a finitely generated projective R-module. But 
f ~ HomR(P~, X(o'))g o f((P,,)h) C X(o')g h ~ f((P~)h) C X~g h ~ f E 
HomR(P ., X)~u ,~ f ~ Hom(P,~, X)(o')g. II 
LEMMA 2.3 (cf. [14, Lemma 5.1]). Suppose L: mod(R) ~ mod(S) /s a 
forgotten graded equivalence with associated graded functor U: gr(R) 
Hom t Hom , gr(S). Set Q = U(R) P= ~(Q,S),  L = , ,~(FP,--) ,  U = 
Hom ~Iom Hom "" 
,R (P , - - ) ,  M = , s (FQ, - - ) ,  and V= ' s (Q , - - ) .  Then: 
1. R ---- End's(Q) and S =- End, R(P) as graded rings. 
2. M: mod(S) ~ mod(R) is the inverse of L and V: gr(S) ~ gr(R) 
is the inverse of U. In particular, any associated graded functor of a 
forgotten graded equivalence is a graded equivalence. 
3. L = L' and U--  U '. 
4. P is a graded, locally projective, right R-module such that FP 
generates rood(R). 
Proof Observe that FQ = FU(R)= LF(R)  and so ML(- - )  = 
Horn S (L(R),  L(--)).  
For brevity purposes, we can adapt the proof (which uses G = Z and 
rings with identity) of [14, Lemma 5.1] to prove the following statements: 
1. There is a natural isomorphism lmod(R) ------ ML. 
2. R -= End's(Q) as graded rings. 
3. There is a natural isomorphism lgr(R) ------ VU. 
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Since L is an equivalence, FQ (= L(R)) is a locally projective generator 
in mod(S). It follows, from [3, Theorem 2.1], that M = ,~om (FQ,- - )  is 
also an equivalence. By Proposition 2.2, V = Horn (Q ,_ )  is an associ- 
ated graded functor for M. Completing the argument for M instead of L, 
we conclude that FP = FV(S) is a locally projective generator in rood(R) 
and S ~ End, R(P) as graded rings and U'V --- lgr(S). This completes the 
proof of (1) and (2). 
To see that U =- U', note that U ~ lgr(S) o U -~  (U'V)U ~ U'lgr~R) --~ U'. 
This also shows that UV ~ lgr(S). 
The rest of the statements now follow from [3, Theorem 2.1]. | 
LEMMA 2.4 (cf. [14, Proposition 5.3]). If U: gr(R) --* gr(S) is a graded 
equivalence, then there exists a forgotten graded equivalence L: mod(R) --* 
mod(S) such that LF = FU; i.e., U is the associated graded functor of L. 
Proof. As before, if we adapt the proof (which uses G = Z and rings 
with identity) of Proposition 5.3 from [14], we see that FP generates R as 
a right R-module and S --- EndR(P) as graded rings. 
Now using the isomorphism S -= EndR(P), we get that H°m,R(P, X) is 
a graded left S-module. By [3, Theorem 2.1], H°m,R(P,--):  mod(R) 
mod(S) is a categorical equivalence. By Proposition 2.2, it suffices to show 
Hom 
that U ~ 'R (P , - - ) :  gr(R) ~ gr(S). That is, we must find rt: U --, 
Hom Horn (p ,__ )  such that r/x: U(X)~ , (P, X)  is an isomorphism 
making the following diagram commute: 
u(f) 
U(X)  , U(Y) 
1 
H°rn, R (p ,y )  , H°m,R(P,Y). 
As above, we know that 
F[ H°m, gr (s ) (S ,U(X) (g) ) ]  = H°m)s(g,u(g))g.  
Consequently, we have the diagram 
Horn gr(s)(S,U(x)(g))  V Horn gr(R)(P,X(g)) 
Hom , Hom 
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where hg is defined via hg( f )  = FV( f ' )  for f ~ H°m,s(S,U(X))g , 
F ( f ' )  = f ,  and f '  ~ HomgrCs)(Sa U(x)(g)).  Since S is a ring with graded 
local units, we have U(X)  = nora (S, U(X) )  as graded S-modules. Con- 
sequently, we have an isomorphism of graded Abelian groups 
U(X)  -~ H°m,s(S,U(X))  -~ H°m'R(e,x)  
where the second isomorphism is given by 11 hg. It suffices to show that 
11 h g is an S-map. That is, if s ~ Sg and f E H°m, s (S, U(X) )  k, then we 
• , Hom 
show that h°k(fs)  = hk( f )s .  Pick f ~ . , sr¢s)(S, U(XXk) )  such that 
. , Hom 
F( f ' )  = f and pick s ~ , v¢s)(S, S(g)) such that F(s )= A s. Then 
hk( f )  = F l / ( f ' )  and hgk(fs) = hgk( f ) t )  = Fl/(f 's ') .  Thus, 
( hk( f ) s ) (  p ) = hk( f ) ( sp ) 
= FV( f ' )FV(s ' ) (p )  
= FV( f ' s ' ) (p )  
= hgk( fs ) (p ) .  | 
Our characterization f graded equivalence in Theorem 2.6 is differen- 
tiated from [14, Theorem 5.4] and [24, Corollary 10] not only by our use of 
rings with graded local units but also by our use of graded Morita contexts. 
DEFINITION 2.5. The 6-tuple (R, S, P ,Q ,z :  Q ®n P ~ R, /z: P ®s 
Q --* S) is a graded Morita context provided: 
1. R and S are G-graded with graded local units. 
2. sPn and nQs are graded bimodules in the following sense: 
RaQbS c C Qabc and SaPbRc c Pabc 
for all a, b, c ~ G. 
3. ~': Q ®s P ~ R and /z: P ®R Q ~ S are graded homomorphisms 
in the sense that 
~(Q~ ® Pb) C R~b and U ( P~ ® Qb) c S~b 
for all a, b ~ G and that satisfy the following two conditions: 
a. i~(p ® q)p' = p~-(q ® p') and 
b. ~'(q ® p)q' = ql~(p ® q') 
for all p, p' ~ P and q, q' ~ Q. 
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THEOREM 2.6: Characterizing Graded Equivalence. The following state- 
ments are equivalent for  G-graded rings R and S: 
1. R and S are graded equivalent. 
2. There is a forgotten graded equiualence L: mod(R) ~ mod(S). 
3. There is a graded, locally projective right R-module, P, such that 
FPgenerates mod(R) and S = End~n(P). 
4. There is a graded Morita context ( R,  S, P, Q, ~', Ix) such that -r and 
Ix are surjective. 
Proof. (1) ¢~ (2): This follows from Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 2.4• 
(2) ~ (3): If L: mod(R) ~ mod(S) is a forgotten graded equivalence, 
then Lemma 2.3 proves the existence of such a P. 
Hom 
(3) ~ (2): Define L: mod(R) --* mod(S) as L = , r (FP , - - ) . .  It 
Horn  / 
follows from Lemma 2.2 that U = ' r t / ' , - - )  is an associated graded 
functor. By [3, Theorem 2.1], L is an equivalence and so is a forgotten 
graded equivalence• 
(3) ~ (4): If R and S are graded equivalent, then there exists a graded, 
locally projective right generator P for mod(R) such that S -= Ena (p).  
Moreover, the functor - -  ®s P: mod(S) ~ mod(R) is a categorical equiv- 
alence by [3, Theorem 2•1]. 
Set Q = Horn (p,  R) so that Q is an (R, S)-graded bimodule. Define 
Q ®s P -~ R via q ® p ~ q(p) .  Since P is a generator for mod(R), 
there exists an index set s~" and a surjection 0: P~' )~ R. For each 
a e .a¢, let 7r,,: P<~') ~ P denote the projection and r / j  P --* P<~') denote 
the injection, and define 0,~: P ~ R via 0~ = Or/,,. Fix r e R and choose 
(p,~) e P<'~') such that O((p,,)) = r and p~ = 0 almost everywhere. Then 
ZO~ ® p~ -~ 2~O~(p~) = O((p~)) = r, which shows that ~" is onto. 
Define/x: P ® Q ~ S via p ® q ~ p q( - - ) .  Let s ~ S End • = , (e ) .  I f  
we write P as a direct limit, say P = lira> [p,~], then s ~ S implies there is 
an a such that s e Endr(P`')  by [16, Proposition 2.5]• We wish to show 
that Ix maps onto s so let p ~ P,~. Since P,, is finitely generated and 
projective, we may find finitely many elements P ie  P~ and qi ~ (P~)* 
such that p = l (p )  = ~Piqi(P) .  In particular, we have s (p)  = ~s(p i )q i (p) .  
• . 
Setting x i = s(Pi) , xt follows that s (~)  = Zx iq i ( - - )  and so Zx i ® qi s, 
as desired. 
We leave the reader to check that Ix and ~- are graded bimodule maps 
(in fact, ring maps)• Finally, we check that the 6-tuple (R, S, P, Q, z, Ix) 
satisfies the Morita context property: for p, p '  e P and q, q' ~ Q, 
q'ix( p ® q) = q' " ( p " q ( - - )  ) = q'(  p )  " q ( - - )  = z(  q', p)  " q 
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and 
/x(p ® q) 'p '=  [p 'q ( - - ) ] -p '  
= (p 'q ( - - ) ) (p ' )  =p 'q (p ' )  =p ' r (q ,p ' ) .  
(4) ~ (3): Suppose (R, S, P, Q, r, Ix) is a graded Morita context such 
that ~- and Ix are surjective. By [3, Theorem 2.2], R and S are Morita 
equivalent; moreover, P is a graded, locally projective right generator for 
mod(R). It suffices to show that S --- End (p) as graded rings. We give 
P ®R Q a ring structure as (p ® q)(p' ® q') = p • q(p') ® q'. It follows 
that Ix: P ® Q--* S is a graded ring isomorphism and so it suffices 
to show that P ® Q --- En~ (p) (as graded rings). Define /2: P ® Q ---, 
End (p) via p N q ~ /2(p ® q), where /2(p ® q)(p') = pr(q ® p'). Let 
p' ~ P,, p ~ Pg, and q ~ Qh- Then ~z(p ~ q)(p') = p.r(q ® p') ~ Pg • Rh. ~. 
• l~nu . 
c Pghx. This shows that /2(p ® q)E  [-----~ (P)]gh; i.e., [z is a graded 
isomorphism. | 
The above theorem shows that graded equivalence functors and forgot- 
ten graded equivalence functors are essentially identical and so we use the 
terminology "graded equivalence functor" interchangeably whenever the 
context is clear. 
A concept closely related to graded equivalence is "graded Morita 
equivalence" which Boisen [8] recently developed. 
DEFINITION 2.7. Following [16, Definition 4.1], we say that R and S are 
graded Morita equivalent provided there exists a graded, unital right 
R-module P such that, for each subgroup H of G, 
1. PH is a graded locally projective RH-module, written 
pH = t im [ (pe~)H, (O~)H,(dpu)H,(~ta)H] ' 
2. PH generates mod(RH), and 
3. S g = lira [EndRu((p,~)H) ' e~]. 
Equivalently, G-graded rings R and S are graded Morita equivalent 
provided there is a graded Morita context (R, S, P, Q, r: Q ®R P ~ R, Ix: 
P ®s Q ~ S) such that zj := rlQ,®e,: Ql ® P1 ~ R1 and Ixl :=  IxIPI®QI: 
PI ® QI ~ Si are surjections. 
We show below that graded Morita equivalence is a stronger condition 
than graded equivalence. Consequently, it is unsurprising that graded 
Morita equivalence not only implies that the categories gr(HlG, R) and 
gr(HIG, S) are equivalent for all subgroups H of G but that mod(R H) 
and mod(S H) are equivalent for all subgroups H as well. The drawback 
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seems to be that graded Morita equivalence requires trongly graded rings. 
See [16] for more details. Nonetheless, Boisen uses graded Morita equiva- 
lence quite effectively in extending block and vertex theory to rings 
strongly graded by finite groups. 
COROLLARY 2.8. Let R and S be G-graded rings. 
1. If R and S are graded Morita equivalent, then R and S are graded 
equivalent. 
2. If R and S are strongly graded, then R and S are graded equivalent 
if and only if R and S are graded Morita equivalent. 
Proof. (1) This follows from (3) of Theorem 2.6 and Definition 2.7 
when H = G. 
(2) If R and S are strongly graded and r and Ix are surjections, it is 
straightforward to see that r I and /x~ are also surjections. | 
As an important application of Theorem 2.6, we show that every 
G-graded ring R is graded equivalent o a skew group ring of the form 
S * G; this latter ring may not have an identity when G is infinite but it will 
have at least graded local units. Although not in this same context, Cohen 
and Montgomery [9] first established this result for finite groups. Ouinn 
[22], Beattie [6], and Albu and N~st~sescu [4] extended it to infinite 
groups. We showed a similar result in [16] for strongly graded rings and 
graded Morita equivalence. Now we prove the result for arbitrary graded 
rings and graded equivalence. 
Notation 2.9. Let R be a ring graded by a group G. Let R(x)  
be the graded suspension of R (i.e., R(x)=R in mod(R) but is 
graded v ia  R(x)g  = Rxg) and let P = L Ix~cR(x) .  This makes P into 
a graded, locally projective right R-module; we may write P - -  
Iim [p~, 0~,(b,,, ¢~], ,~.  where s¢ is the collection of all finite subsets 
of G. We set S to be the subring of EndR(P) defined by S = End, R (P) = 
lim [Endn(p,),  O~, q~, qt],, ~ ,  and we set Q = HomR(P, R) • S. By [16], 
the 6-tuple (R, S, P, Q, r, /z) is a graded Morita context such that r and/x 
are surjections and, by Theorem 2.6, R and S are graded equivalent. 
For each g ~ G, define Vg: P ~ P via Ug(H xax) = LI xaxg-,. That is, 
ug simply translates the x-coordinate of P to the xg-coordinate of P. Set 
v a = {vglg ~ G} and note that v a c End(P). 
COROLLARY 2.10. I f  R is a ring graded by a group G, then R is graded 
equivalent to a skew group ring, S = End)R(P)  ----- End~g(P) 1* G. 
Proof. By [16, Proposition 5.2 and Theorem 5.3], we see that EndR(P) 
is a skew group ring over EndR(P) ~ by the group v c and S is a skew group 
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ring over S~; i.e., S = v a * S t. The result now follows from an application 
of Theorem 2.6. | 
By invoking Corollary 2.10, we close this section with an example that 
illustrates the difference between graded Morita equivalence and graded 
equivalence. 
EXAMPLE 2.11. Let G denote a group and let R denote any non- 
strongly G-graded ring; for example, we could choose R = k[x] where 
k is a field and the group G is the integers. Using Notation 2.9, set 
S = End~R(P), and so by Corollary 2.10 R is graded equivalent to the 
skew group ring S. However, R is not graded Morita equivalent to S, for 
if two G-graded rings are graded Morita equivalent and one of them 
is strongly graded, then the other is strongly graded as well [16, Cor- 
ollary 4.4]. 
3. EQUIVALENCES BETWEEN gr(HlG, R) AND gr(HIG, S) 
The main feature of graded equivalence, from our point of view, is that 
the categories gr(HIG, R) and gr(HIG, S) are equivalent for each sub- 
group H of G whenever R and S are graded equivalent. We study these 
equivalences and related functors in this section. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let R and S be G-graded rings with graded local units. If 
R and S are graded equivalent, then the categories gr(HIG, R) and 
gr(H[G, S) are equivalent for each subgroup H of G. 
Hom / ~ - Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume ~'R~t~,~): 
mod(R) ~ mod(S) is a graded equivalence functor between R and S 
where P satisfies condition (3) of Theorem 2.6. We show that H°m,R(P, 
--): gr(HlG, R) -~ gr(H]G, S) is an equivalence. 
Horn  
We have a H]G-grading on ~n(P, M) via 
norn, R (p ,M)x={f~ Horn (P ,M)] f (Pg)cM.g} fo rx~HlG;  
this shows that Horn (p,__) maps the objects of gr(HIG, R) to the 
objects of gr(HlG, S). To show that Horn (p,__) maps morphisms to 
morphisms, let f: M ~ N be a morphism in gr(HIG, R). This means that 
f (M x) cN  x for every x ~ HIG. The map Hom) (p, f): Horn, (P,M) 
Horn (P,N) is defined via h ~foh .  We claim that Horn (p, f )  
preserves the grading; i.e., if h ~ rtom (p, M)~, then Hom (p,f)(h) 
H°rn~(P,N) x for every x ~ HIG. But h ~ rtom (p,M)x implies 
h(.Pg) cMxg for every g ~ G and so (foh)(Pg) cf(Mxg) cNxg; hence, .on, (P, f)(h) = f o h ~ r~om (p, N)~. Again it follows from the proof 
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of Theorem 2.6 that Horn (p,  __): gr(HIG,  R) --* gr(HIG,  S) is an equiv- 
alence. | 
COROLLARY 3.2. I f  R is a ring graded by a group G and S = 
End, R(P) = Ena, R(P) 1 * G from Notation 2.9, then, for each subgroup H 
of G, the categories gr(HIG,  R) and mod(S , )  = mod(S 1 * H)  are equit;a- 
lent. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, we know that the equivalence functor 
H°m~R(P,--): rood(R) ~ rood(S) induces an equivalence between 
gr (H lG,  R) and gr(H]G,  S). But gr(HrG,  S) is equivalent o mod(S H) 
since S is strongly graded (see the discussion in Section 1). Moreover, 
since S is in fact a skew group ring, written S = S~ * G, S H = S l * H and 
so mod(S H) = mod(S 1 * H)  = mod( End, n (P )  l * H). II 
We note that if R and S are not only graded equivalent but graded 
Morita equivalent, then mod(R H) and mod(SH) are equivalent for all 
subgroups H as well as gr(H]G,  R) and gr (H lG,  S). From Example 2.11, 
we saw that there are graded equivalent rings that are not graded Morita 
equivalent. For such rings, the categories mod(R H) and mod(S H) need not 
be equivalent as the next example shows. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Let R be a simple ring graded trivially by a finite group 
G; i.e., R = RI and R~ = 0 for g 4: 1. Using Notation 2.9 and Corollary 
2.10, we have that R and S = Endn(P)  are graded equivalent. An easy 
computation shows that S~ = R • • ." • R (G copies) and so S~ is not 
simple. Consequently, R l (= R) and S~ are not equivalent rings, even 
though gr( l lG,  R) = gr(R) is equivalent to gr( l lG,  S) = gr(S). 
Turning our attention from categories to functors, we present the 
"refinement" and "forgetful" functors, which were originally defined by 
Dade [13]. We show that these functors commute with any graded equiva- 
lence functor. 
DEFINITION 3.4: The Forgetful and Refinement Functors. Let I c H 
be subgroups of G. 
The HIG-forgetful functor ( - - )me:  gr ( I ]G ,R)~ gr(HIG, R) is 
defined as follows: For an R-module M~ gr(I]G,R),  set M/4rc = 
~D~HIG(MHIG)D where  (MHIG) D ~-~ C~IIG,Mc. For a morphism 
CoD 
~b: M -~ N in gr( I lG,  R), define ¢bHiG: MHIG --' NmG to be the morphism 
that coincides with 4' as an R-homomorphism from the R-module MHIG 
= M tO the R-module NmG = N. 
Let Z denote the integers and let Z[IIG] be the free Z-module having a 
basis consisting of one element [D] for each coset D ~ I]G. For any 
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R-module M, we define M ® [IIG] to be M ®z Z[IIG]. We make this 
into an R-module via the multiplication (m ® [D])r~ = (mrs) ® [D~r] for 
all m • M, D • IIG, o" • G, and r~ • R,,. Using this multiplication, each 
term M ® [D] becomes an R~-module that is isomorphic to M as R~- 
modules. Moreover, M ® IIG = $D~IIcM ® [D] and so M ® IIG is an 
IIG-graded R-module. The refinement functor (__)/ic: gr(HIG, R) 
gr(IIG, R) is defined now as follows: For an object M • gr(HIG, R), we 
set M tic = ~DetlcMHo ® [D] which is an R-submodule of M ® [IIG] 
and an llG-graded R-module with D components (Mile) o = MHD ® [D] 
for all D • IIG. For a morphism qS: M ~ N in gr(HIG, R), ~btlc: 
M IIc ~ N tic is a morphism in gr(IlG, R) determined by ¢/IC(m ® [D]) = 
¢(m) ® [D] for all D • IIG and m • MHO. 
THEOREM 3.5: Functor Commutativity. If R and S are G-graded equiva- 
lent and I c H c G are subgroups of G, then any graded equivalence 
functor between mod(R) and mod(S) commutes with both the refinement 
functor (__)rio: gr(HIG, R)--* gr(IlG, R) and the forgetful functor 
(--)HIO: gr(IlG, R) ~ gr(H[G, R). 
Proof. By Lemma 2.3, we may assume without loss of generality that 
the graded equivalence functor is H°m*R(R,--): mod(R)~ mod(S), 
where P satisfies condition (3) of Theorem 2.6. To see that Horn (p,__) 
commutes with the forgetful functor, (--)HI~, first assume that P is a 
finitely generated projective module; we show that Horn(P, M)HI G -~ 
Hom(P, MHI c) as HIG-graded R-modules. By definition, Hom(P, M)HI c 
= SD~mC Hom(P, M) D where 
Hom(e,M)o = ~ Hom(P,M)c .  
C~I[G 
CoD 
For D • HIG, f • Horn(P, M) o ¢~ f(Px) c MDx for all x • G. On the 
other hand, f • Hom(P, Mnlc) o ~ f(Px) c Mox for all x • G. Thus, 
f • Horn(P, M) o ~ f • Horn(P, Mnlc) o. 
Now if P is locally projective, we may write P = l i ra  [p~],,~,. Conse- 
quently, 
lim [Hom(Pa, M)HIG] lim [Hom(P~,M)]Hl~ = ,
_= ,ira [Hom(P,,,M..c)]. (*) 
Next we show that Horn (p,__) commutes with the refinement functor, 
(__)~lc. Again let P be a finitely generated projective module; we wish to 
show that Horn(P, M) 11c--- Hom(P, Mile). But for D • IIG, the Dth 
component of Horn(P, M) IIc is 
Hom( P, M)HD ~z [D] 
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where f ® [D] ~ Horn(P, M)Ho ®z[D] ¢~ f(Px) c MHD x for all x ~ G. 
On the other hand, for D ~ IIG, the Dth component of 
Homgr¢H G R)(P, M IIG) is Horn(P, MIIG) D, where f~ Horn(P, MtlG) D ,=, 
^ C I • i i  G _ f(Px) (M )m. -MHDx~[Dx]  for all x ~ G. Now there is an f~ 
Homn(P, M) that induces f ~ HomR(P, M/lu) in the sense that f(Px) = 
f(Px) ® [Dx] for all x ~ G. Thus, f(Px) c (MllU)n~_= MHm. ® [Dx] if 
and only if f(p~.)CMHm, for all x ~ G, and so Horn(P, MIlU) n = 
(Horn(P, M)llu) D. 
If P is locally projective, an argument similar to that in (*) shows 
Horn Horn (p, M)II o _~ , (p, MIle). | 
We want, of course, our graded equivalence theory to generalize the 
tools and techniques from classical representation theory. We have already 
seen that gr(HlG, R) generalizes mod(R H) (see Section 1). We next show 
that the forgetful functor is the appropriate generalization f the classical 
induction functor, --®RHR: mod(R~t) --0 mod(R). 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let R be G-graded and let I c H be subgroups of G. 
Then 
1. Induction Factors through Forgetful. The induction functor factors 
through the HIG-forgetful functor; i.e., there is a natural isomor- 
ph ism-  ® RtRH -~ [(--®R/ R)HIG] H in such a way that the following dia- 
gram of categories and functors commute: 
( - - )H  
gr(HrG, R) , mod(RH) 
(--) ~RtR 
gr(IIG, R) ' mod(R/) .  
2. Forgetful Factors through Induction. If R is strongly graded, then 
the H fG-forgetful functor factors through the induction functor; i.e., there is
a natural isomorphism (--)#1G ~ (--) l  ®n, RH ®n, R in such a way that 
the following diagram of categories and functors commute: 
- -  ~nnR 
gr(HIG, R) ~ mod(RH) 
(--)t gr(/IG, R) , rood(R/). 
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Proof. (1) Let M ~ mod(Rl). Then M ®R, R = @o~ rig M ®R, RD 
and so (M ®R, R)HIO = @C~HIO (M ® R)c where (M ® R) c = 
DeC, M ® R D. Thus, 
D~IIG 
= e M®Ro.  
C~HIG, 
DcC 
Truncation at H yields 
H M ® Ro  = I~De/ IHM ® R D. D~IIG, 
DcH 
On the other hand, M ®R RH= ~DeIIHM®RD and so we conclude 
that [(M ®& R)nla] H = ~'~ ®R, RH" AS a result, there is a natural iso- 
morphism ~: --®R, RH ~ [(--®R, R)HIC]H given by ¢~(M) = qbg, 
where q~M is the identity map qbg: M ®& R H = [(M ®R~ R)HIG]H" 
(2) AS in the argument in (1) above, it suffices to show that, for 
M ~ gr(llG, R), MHIO = (Mr ®R, RH) ®R, R. But M 1 ®& R H = 
~C ~ IIH Mt ®R, Rc and 
~C~IIH 
= l~ M, ~R, Rc ~R R D. 
D~HIG, 
C~IIH 
However, because R is strongly graded, there is a natural isomorphism 
MI ®n~ Rc =- Mc for each C ~ IIG. Hence, we have a natural isomor- 
phism 
(M, ®Rp,) R- Mc ®R. Ro. 
D~HIG, 
C~IIH 
But ~c ~ tin Mc = Mn and, moreover, since R is strongly graded, there is 
a natural isomorphism M u ®n Ro--MD = ~c~,~ Mc. Consequently, 
• . H ~ . 
we have a natural isomorphism (M I ® R H) ® R --MH, a This may 
RI  RH J • 
be seen in a more straightforward manner in the following sense: 
(Mr ~R, RH) ®R R--Mr ~R,R---M 
since R is strongly graded. We leave the details of constructing the natural 
isomorphism ~: (--)Hla -= [(--)t ®R, RH] ®R, R tO the reader. | 
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Similar to the above result, we show that the refinement functor 
generalizes the classical restriction functor, (--)[H: mod(R)~ mod(RH). 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let R be G-graded and let I c H be subgroups of G. 
Then 
1. Restriction Factors through Refinement. The restriction functor fac- 
tors naturally through the I] G-refinement functor; i.e., there is a natural 
isomorphism (--)[/---[(--®RHR)tlG]t in such a way that the following 
diagram of categories and functors commute: 
- -  ~n  R 
gr( HI G, R) , rood(RH) 
?, 
(--)t 
gr(IlG, R) , mod(Rt ) .  
2. Refinement Factors through Restriction. If R is strongly graded, 
then the I[G-refinement functor factors naturally through the restriction 
functor; i.e., there is a natural isomorphism (__)/ic _= ((--)H)[/ ®R, R in 
such a way that the following diagram of categories and functors commute: 
(--)H 
gr(HIG, R) , mod(RH) 
l ( -v ,  -- ~RtR 
gr(I lG, R) , mod(R/ ) .  
Proof. (1) Let M ~ mod(RH); we show that MIt --- [(M ®R R)lla]t- 
But, setting M = M ®RH R, we have M = ~c~HicM ® R c an~ 1~1 t lG = 
• oEtlcMHo ® [D]. Thus, 
(Mt  )t = M,,t  ® [1] 
= (M OR. R).  O [I] 
= Mlt. 
The natural isomorphism q~: (--)It -= [(--®R, R)tlc]t is defined for M 
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mod(R H) via q)(M) = q~M where q)M: Ml/ --= [(M ®R, R)tlcJ]t" We leave 
the details to the reader. 
(2) Let M ~ gr(H]G, R); we show that M/to ~- [(MH)I/] ®R, R. But 
M IIc = ~ MHD ® [O], 
D~IIG 
and, using (1) above, we have 
(M,,)], ®R, R = ~ (M.)[,  ®R, RD 
D~IIG 
= ~]~ [(MH OR. ®R, RD R)/*c'] t 
D~IIG 
-= ~ [(M'tC)],  ®R, RD 
DEIIG 
D~IIG C~IIG I 
= @ (M.® [II) Ro 
D~IIG 
-~ ~ MH®R, RD®[D]  
D~I[G 
= @ M.o® [D] 
D~IIG 
= MII  G, 
where we use the strong grading to obtain the isomorphisms MH OR, ' R -= 
M and M H ®R~ Ro = MHO" We leave the reader to construct the natural 
isomorphism ¢b: (__)/IG ~ ((__)H)[I ®n! R. | 
4. VON NEUMANN REGULAR AND PRIME CONDITIONS 
As our first illustration of graded equivalence theory, we investigate von 
Neumann regular and prime graded rings. We begin with a subgroup 
version of Maschke's theorem; a crossed product version of this appears in 
[20, Lemma 17.1]. For the remainder of this paper, let R be a G-graded ring 
with graded local units and let S * G be a skew group ring that is graded 
equivalent to R. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let R = S * G be a skew group ring, let H be a subgroup of 
G of finite index, n, in G, and let W' c V' be right R-modules. Assume that 
either G is -finite or V' is a -finitely generated R-module that is also an 
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S-bimodule and assume that there is a set, 5 °, of local units of R l = S such 
that n -  le E S for all e ~ 9 .  I f  W 'HIG is a direct summand of V 'HrG in 
gr(HlG,  R), then W' is a direct summand of V' 
Proof Combining the hypotheses with the following commutative dia- 
gram of functors for S * G (see Proposition 3.7), 
(--)c, 
gr (G[G,S*G)  , mod(S*  G) 
(--)H 
gr(HrG, S .G)  , mod(S*  H) ,  
we conclude that (W')IH is a direct summand of (V')[H in mod(S * H). 
To finish the proof, we adapt the argument of [20, Lemma 17.1]; the 
only difference is that S has local units. Since W' restricted to H is a 
direct summand of V' restricted to H, let ~: V '~ W' denote the 
S * H-projection map. Let {x l , . . . ,  x n} be a right transversal of H in G. If 
V' is finitely generated and an S-bimodule, then there exists a local unit 
e ~ S such that eu = v for all v ~ V' (see [1]). If, on the other hand, G is 
finite, let e = 1. Note that ew = w for all w ~ W'. Define p: V' ~ W' as 
p(v)  = n-~eY'.z~(Ux(J)Xg. Note that p is the identity map on W' so it 
suffices to show that p is an (S * G)-map. But this follows from the easy 
computation i  [20, Lemma 17.1]. II 
The next result generalizes the crossed product result of [20, Proposi- 
tion 17.2]. For M ~ gr(HrG,  R), we say that M is finitely presented in 
gr(H]G,  R) if there is an exact sequence P2 ~ Pl -o M -o 0 in gr (H lG,  R) 
such that Pl and P2 are finitely generated, projective R-modules. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let R be G-graded with identity, let H be a subgroup of 
G with finite index n -- IG : H], and let S * G be graded equivalent o R. 
Assume n- l  ~ RI" The following statements are equivalent: 
1. R is yon Neumann regular. 
2. S * G is uon Neumann regular. 
3. S * H is yon Neumann regular. 
4. Every finitely presented H[ G-graded R-module is projectiue. 
Proof. By [5, p. 262], the yon Neumann regular property is Morita 
invariant. Thus, (1) and (2) are equivalent by Corollary 2.10. 
(4) ¢~ (3): We know that gr(HJG, R) and gr(HIG,  S * G) are equiva- 
lent (Corollary 3.1) and, since S * G is strongly graded, gr(H[G,  S * G) 
and mod(S* H)  are equivalent. To see that the finitely presentation 
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property is preserved with this equivalence of categories, let St: 
gr(HIG,  R) ~ mod(S * H)  be an equivalence functor. 9" is the composi- 
tion of an equivalence functor 5rl: gr(HIG,  R) ~ gr(HIG,  S * G) with the 
equivalence functor 5r2: gr(HIG,  S * G) ~ mod(S * H),  the latter being 
the truncation functor. It is easy to see that the functors .gr~ and ~-2 
preserve xactness, finite generation, and projectivity and hence so does 
3 r. It follows that 5 r preserves finite presentation. Thus, every finitely 
presented module from gr(HIG,  R) is projective if and only if every 
finitely presented module from mod(S* H)  is projective. Consequently, 
S * H is von Neumann regular by [5, p. 249]. 
(2) ~ (3): This follows from [20, Proposition 17.2]. 
(3) = (2): Let W' be a finitely generated submodule of the free S * G- 
module V'. We may assume that V' is finitely generated as well. Since 
S * G is a free S * H-module, we know that V;t is also free. Moreover, 
since the index n of H in G is finite, W'IH is finitely generated. Now since 
S* H is von Neumann regular, W'IH is a direct summand of V'IH. But 
W'IH - -  (wtHIG) H and V']H -~ (v 'H IG)  H by Proposition 3.7. Moreover, 
since S*G is strongly graded, we conclude that (W') ntc is a direct 
summand of (V') HI~. Now since n -~ ~ R~, there is a set ~ '  of local units 
of S such that n-~e ~ S for each e ~ g". To see this, identify S as the 
smash product R#G using the matricial representation of [16] and let 
e(x, x) be the matrix idempotent in S having 1 in the (x, x) - entry and 
zeros elsewhere. For any subset X of G, the element Ex~xe(X, x) is an 
idempotent of S and so the set S p= {Ex~xe(X,x) lXc G} forms the 
desired set of local units. Finally, observe that since V' is a free S* G- 
module, then S*G embeds in Ends .c (V ' )  and so, in this way, we may 
consider V' as an S-bimodule. (In fact, V' is an S * G-bimodule.) We may 
now apply Lemma 4.1 to conclude that W' is a direct summand of V'. This 
shows that S * G is von Neumann regular. | 
The referee has kindly shown us an example where the above theorem 
fails if n is not a unit in Rp Let R = k[x ] / (x  2) where k = Z /2Z (the 
field of 2 elements) and G = Z~ 2Z (the cyclic group of order 2). R is 
(strongly) graded by G via R 0 --- {0, 1} and R l = {0, 1 + x}. Let H = {0}. 
Using Notation 2.9 and Corollary 2.10, let S~ * G be a skew group ring 
graded equivalent to R. It is easy to check that R is von Neumann regular 
but that S1 = $1 * H is not. 
In [2], we show that a ring R graded by a torsion-free group is prime if 
and only if R is graded prime. This result basically ignores the subgroup 
structure of G. If we consider such structure, we can extend a result of 
Lorenz and Passman [20, Theorem 17.5] using our graded equivalence 
theory. We assume for the remainder of this section that R is a ring strongly 
graded by a finite group G and that R has identity. 
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DEFINITION 4.3. Let I 1 be an ideal of R 1. The gth-conjugate of I 1 is 
defined to be the Rl-ideal, Rg-~i lRg  , and is denoted by I g. We say that I I 
is G-stable (or G-invariant) provided Rg-J iRg -= I I for all g ~ G. If I 1 is 
any ideal of R 1, then we define the stabilizer o f I  1 in G to be the subgroup 
StabG(Ii) = {g ~ GII g = Ii}. 
Let 11 be a G-stable ideal of R 1. We say that I 1 is a G-prime ideal if, for 
all G-stable ideals A and B of RI ,  the inclusion AB c 11 implies either 
A C 11 or B c I r G-prime rings and graded prime ideals and rings are 
defined analogously. 
The above definition of G-stability coincides with that for crossed 
products; see [20, p. 5]. We leave the straightforward proofs of the 
following facts to the reader. 
LEMMA 4.4: Elementary Facts of G-Stability. Let R and S* G be 
graded equivalent. 
1. The correspondence I ~ 11 (with inverse 11 ~ I 1 ®n, R) defines a 
bijection between the set of graded ideals of R and the set of G-stable ideals 
of Rr  
2. I f  11 is a G-stable ideal of R 1, then R I /  I 1 @& R is strongly 
G-graded with G-components (R I /  I 1) ® Rg for each g ~ G and R l /  I 1 
®m R- -R~(11  ® R). 
3. There is a lattice isomorphism between the ideals of R 1 and the 
ideals of S in such a way that intersections, conjugates, primeness, and 
G-stability are preserved. 
4. R is graded prime ~ R I is G-prime ~ S is G-prime. 
5. I f  I 1 is an ideal of R I and if H is any subgroup of G, then 
0 x~t-t(ll) x is H-stable. 
We generalize [20, Theorem 17.5] with the final result of this section. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let R be a ring strongly graded by a finite group G such 
that R is graded prime. Suppose Q is a minimal prime of R 1 and let H denote 
the stabilizer of Q. For each prime integer p, let Hp be a @low p-subgroup of 
H, let Gp be a Sylow p-subgroup of G containing Ht,, and let 
R 1 
Rp [7 ~ Go x QX ~RI RG? 
be the naturally obtained G,-graded ring. Then R is prime if and only if Rp is 
prime for each p dividing [G[. 
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Proof Note that R 1 and S are G-prime rings. Let X ~ X' denote the 
correspondence b tween Rvideals and S-ideals, according to the lattice 
isomorphism of Lemma 4.4. It is clear that Q' is a minimal prime of S and 
that (Q~)' = (Q')g for each g ~ G. In particular, [VI,.~c QX], = 
('] ~: ~ G (Q,)X. Set (R1). = RI /  [N x ~ G Qx] and S. = S~ [f) x ~ G (~ )~]; we 
may fo~rm, in a natural manner, the ~raded ring (R1) p ®n~ RG and the 
skew group ring S o * Gp. By Lemma 4.4, Rp --- (R1) p ®n, Rc p andSp * 
Gp = S o ®s S* Gp. Now (R l) p and S o are Morita equivalent by ~5, Propo- 
sition 21.11]. Since R and S* G are graded equivalent and both are 
strongly graded, then rings Rcp and S* Gp are Morita equivalent by 
Theorem 3.1. We conclude that Rp and Sp* G u are Morita equivalent. 
Consequently, Rp is prime if and only if S o * G o is prime. We now apply 
[20, Theorem 17.5] to the ring S * G and conclude that S * G is prime if 
and only if Sp * Gp is prime for each p[ IGI. Finally, R is prime if and 
only if S* G is prime and we have our result. 1 
5. RELATIVE PROJECTIVITY 
We develop relative projectivity for rings graded by groups. This extends 
the work of Dade [13] and Boisen [8]. Our main results are Theorem 5.3, 
which generalizes the notion of relative projectivity, Theorem 5.4, which 
shows that our notion of relative projectivity is a graded equivalence 
invariant, and Theorem 5.6, which generalizes the classic G~ischutz theo- 
rem. As usual, we let G denote an arbitrary group, R any ring graded by 
G, and S * G a skew group ring that is graded equivalent to R. Let I c H 
be subgroups of G. 
LEMMA 5.1. The II G-refinement functor preserves exact sequences. 
Proof Let0-- - ,A ~B~C~0beexact  ingr (H lG,  R). Let S be a 
strongly graded ring that is graded equivalent o R via the functor 
(__) ,= nora (p,__): mod(R)~ mod(S). It follows that 0 ~A '~ 
B'---, C '~  0 is exact in gr(HIG, S). Since truncation and restriction 
preserve exact sequences, we may truncate the above sequence at H, 
restrict o I, and obtain the exact sequence 
0 ~ (A ' )H I I  -"* (B ' ) . [ I  --" (C ' ) . I ,  "-~ 0 
in mod(Sl). Now the restriction functor (--)11: mod(SH)~ mod(S/) is 
naturally isomorphic to the functor [(-- ®s, S)IIG]I: m°d(Sn) ~ mod(S/) 
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by Proposition 3.7. Thus, 
,-, [ 
S I[G 
is exact. Since S is strongly graded, the truncation and induction functors 
are categorical equivalences between mod(S//) and gr (H[G,S) ;  i.e., 
MH ®s S -= M for every M ~ gr (H lG,  S). Thus, 0 ~ [(A')/Ic] /
[ (B' ) I I~ / --* [(C')/IG] t ---, 0 is exact. Tensoring this by - -~s ,  S, we obtain 
the exact sequence 
0 ~ (A')/ IG ----, (B ' )  'It" --~ (C')/ IG --~ 0. 
Finally, since the refinement functor commutes with Horn (p , __ )  (Theo- 
rem 3.5), 
0 - - - )A  IIG ~ B rIG ~ C IIG ~ 0 
is exact and the proof is complete. 
DEFINmON 5.2. 
mod(R). Suppose 
! 
Let H be a subgroup of G and let M ~ gffG]G, R) = 
O ----~ M l ---. M 2 ---~ M----~ 0 
and 
0 ---~M ---*N 1 ---*N 2 ~ 0 
are exact sequences in mod(R). 
(5.2.1) 
(5.2.2) 
We first recall the classical notion of relative projectivity and injectivity. 
We say that M is H-projective if whenever the short exact sequence from 
mod(RH), 
o ---, (M~)IH ---, (Mz) [ ,  ~ (M) IH ---' 0, 
splits then so does (5.2.1). Finally, we say that M is H-injective if whenever 
the short exact sequence from mod(RH), 0 ~ (M)Itt  ~ (NI)IH ~ (N2)IH 
0, splits in mod(R H) then so does (5.2.2). 
Turning to our new definition of relative projectivity, we say that M is 
HIG-projective if whenever the short exact sequence in gr(HIG,  R), 
0 ---o MHI  c --o M~f  ° --o MHI  ° ~ O, 
splits then so does (5.2.1). 
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We say that M is Hl G-injective if whenever the short exact sequence in 
gr(HlG, R), 0 ~ M "Iv -~ N1 nit  ~ N~ Ic ~ 0, splits then so does (5.2.2). 
We next show that HI G-projectivity generalizes classical H-projectivity. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let R be G-graded, let H be a subgroup of G, and let M 
be an R-module. 
1. If M is H-projective (injective), then M is HI G-projective (injective). 
2. If R is strongly graded, then M is HI G-projective (injective) if and 
only if M is H-projective (injective). 
Proof. (1) Suppose M is H-projective and suppose we have an exact 
sequence 
O --~ M I ---~ M2 --~ M--~ O (5.3.1) 
in mod(R) such that the exact sequence in gr(HlG, R), 
0 ---o M~I G ---o M~tl ~ ---, Mnl e ~ 0, (5.3.2) 
splits. Truncating (5.3.2) at H, we obtain 
0---* (M HIc) H ~ (MHIC)H ~ (MHIc) H ~ 0 
which is equivalent to 
0 -o Ml[ H ---o M21H ---o M[H ~ 0 (5.3.3) 
because ( - - ) [ ,  is isomorphic to [(__)Hie], by Proposition 3.7. Moreover, 
s ince (5.3.2)  spl i ts  so does  (5.3.3).  Now M is H -  
projective and so we conclude that (5.3.1) splits and we are done. 
(2) It suffices to suppose M is H[G-projective and show M is H- 
projective. Suppose we have an exact sequence 
0 - - *M l - -~M 2 --~M --* 0 (5.3.4) 
in mod(R) such that the exact sequence 
0 ---, MIIn ---, M2I, --, M I ,  ----, 0 (5.3.5) 
splits in mod(RH). This last sequence gives rise to 
0 ---o (My lG) ,  -o (MHIG) ,  ---o (M/ / IG) ,  ----* 0 (5.3.6) 
because ( - - )1 ,  is isomorphic to [(__)Hie], by Proposition 3.7. Since 
(5.3.5) splits so does (5.3.6). Using the fact that R is strongly graded, if we 
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tensor (5.3.6) with --®RH R, we obtain the split exact sequence 0 
M~ IG ~ M HIG ~ M HIG ~ O. Now M is HIG-projective and so we con- 
clude that (5.3.4) splits; hence, M is also H-projective. II 
We show next that HIG-projectivity is a graded equivalence invariant. 
THEOREM 5.4. I f  R and S are G-graded equivalent rings, then any 
graded equivalence functor (--)': mod(R) --* mod(S) preserves HI G-projec- 
tivity (injectivity); i.e., for  M ~ mod(R) and M'  ~ mod(S), M is H IG-  
projective (injective) if  and only if  M'  is HIG-projective (injective). 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume ( - - ) '=  H°m~R(P , --) ,  
where P is a graded, locally .projective right R-module such that P 
generates mod(R) and S = =na*R(P) as graded rings. It suffices to show 
that if M is HIG-projective then M' is HIG-projective. Suppose there is 
an exact sequence 
¢ 
O ----~ M I ---, M ~ ----~ M'  ---~ 0 (5.4.1) 
in mod(S) such that the exact sequence 
0 ~ M'I HIG ~ M~ HIG ---o M 'HIG ~ 0 (5.4.2) 
splits in gr(/-/IG, S). But (__)HIG commutes with Horn (p, __) (Theorem 
3.5) and so (5.4.1) corresponds with 
O ---* M l ~ M 2 ~ M ~ O (5.4.3) 
while (5.4.2) corresponds with 0 ~ M HIG -o  M HIG ~ M HIG ~ O. Yet M 
is HlG-projective so that (5.4.3) splits. Consequently, (5.4.1) splits, which 
shows that M' is HI G-projective. The injectivity property follows a similar 
argument. II 
COROLLARY 5.5. Assume the notation of  Theorem 5.4, letting S be 
strongly graded. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
1. M is HI G-projective. 
2. M '  is HlG-projective. 
3. M '  is/,/-projective. 
Our main characterization of relative projectivity now follows. This was 
originally presented by G~ischutz [10, Theorem 19.2]; Boisen extends it to 
strongly graded rings in [7]. Our version holds for any graded ring R. 
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THEOREM 5.6: G~ischutz. Let R be G-graded and let M ~ mod(R). 
Then the following statements are equivalent : 
1. M is HI G-projective. 
2. M is HI G-injective. 
3. MI(MHIG)GI G. 
4. MI(L)GI G for some L ~ gr(HIG, R). 
Proof. Let S be a strongly graded ring that is graded equivalent to R 
and let (--)': mod(R) ~ mod(S) denote the equivalence. (In fact, we can 
require S to be a skew group ring.) 
(1) ,~, (2): Using [7] and Corollary 5.5, we have that M is HIG-projec- 
tive ~ M' is HrG-projective ~ M' is H-projective ~ M' is H-injective ¢~ 
M' is HIG-injective ,~ M is HlG-injective. 
(1) ~, (3): Suppose M is HlG-projective so that M' is HlG-projective 
and H-projective (Theorem 5.3). By [7, Lemma 1.5], we know that M' is 
H-projective if and only if M'I(M'IH ®s,, S) in mod(S). However, M'ln ----- 
[M'I/IG]II by Proposition 3.7 and so (M'IH ® S) = [M"~tlG]H ® S -~ M '1-11G 
since S is strongly graded. Moreover, M'IM 'HM~ in mod(S) if and only if 
M'I[M'HIG]c,,I G in gr(GIG, S). Thus, M'I[M'HI6]GI G and, since both the 
refinement and forgetful functors commute with (--) ' ,  Mr[MHjG]GI G. 
Conversely, if MI[MmG]GMG, then M'I[M'HIG]GI G by Theorem 3.5. This 
implies M'I(M'IH ®SH S) (by Theorem 5.3) and so M' is H- and HIG- 
projective. Hence, M is HIG-projective by Theorem 5.4. 
(1) ¢~ (4): The argument is similar to that used in (1),=, (3) and we 
leave the details to the reader, i 
6. GRADUATED ORDERS 
In this section, we study classical, graded orders from integral represen- 
tation theory. The results of this section will be used in the following 
section in which we discuss finite representation type. For the remainder 
of this paper, all groups are finite and all rings have identity. 
DEFINITION 6.1. Let R be a Dedekind domain with quotient field K, 
let A denote a separable K-algebra, and let A denote an R-order in A. If 
G is a finite group and A is G-graded as a ring, we say that A is a 
G-graded (or graded) order. Denoting the identity of the group by 1, we 
denote the l-component of A by A I. Observe that A I is an R-order in 
K.A  1 and that A is also G-graded, A = ~cAg where Ag = K .A~.  
We say that A has a maximal 1-component provided A I is a maximal 
R-order in A 1. Following Plesken [21], we say A is a graduated order 
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provided there exists orthogonal (primitive) idempotents e I . . . .  , e,, in A 
with 1 = £e~ such that eiAe i is a maximal order in eiAe ~. 
EXAMPLES 6.2. 1. If A is a maximal order in a division ring (such as R 
itself) and if G is any finite group, then the group ring ~G is a G-graded 
order with maximal 1-component. More generally, the skew group ring 
A • G and the crossed product order A(G)  are also examples of G-graded 
orders with maximal 1-components. 
2. Maximal and hereditary orders are graduated orders. 
3. Let A be the following submatrix ring: 
A = 
R R 
R 
This is both a Bass and a graduated order. 
For the remainder of this section, we need the notion of the smash 
product, R#G,  of a G-graded ring R by the finite group G. Originally 
defined in [9], we shall assume familiarity with Quinn's construction of 
R#G and we refer the reader to [22] for details. The most important 
feature, from our point of view, is that we can form the skew group ring 
(R#G)*G which is graded equivalent to R (in fact, (R#G)*  
G End) R --- (P)  as G-graded rings using Notation 2.9). See [16] for details. 
PROPOSmON 6.3. Let A be graded by a finite group G. 
1. A l is graduated if and only if A#G is graduated. 
2. I f  A is strongly graded, then A l is maximal (hereditary) if and only 
if A#G is maximal (hereditary). 
Proof (1) Let F - -A#G.  Since being graduated is a local property 
we can assume that R is a complete discrete valuation ring. Let e = 
e(x, x)~ F, a matrix idempotent with 1 in the (x, x)-entry and zeros 
elsewhere. Let f be an idempotent of A I. Since ef = re, fe is an idempo- 
tent of F. Since Endr(F fe)  -- feFfe = feFef  = fA l f  = Enda(A i f ) ,  f is 
primitive in A ~ if and only if fe is primitive in F. Moreover, if {f,.}~'_ l is a 
set of orthogonal, primitive idempotents of A~ such that 1 = ~fi ,  then the 
set {fi • e(x, x)}~= ~. x ~ G consists of orthogonal, primitive idempotents of F 
such that I = £f i  " e(x, x). ( I  denotes the identity of F.) 
If A l is graduated, it follows that there is a set {fi}~=l of orthogonal, 
primitive idempotents of A~ such that 1 = ~fg and each f,.A~f~ is maxi- 
mal. Hence, the set {f, .-e(x, X)}~=~,x~G consists of orthogonal, primitive 
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idempotents of F such that I = 2f i "  e(x, x) and f ie(x, x)Ff ie(x,  x) is 
maximal as well and so F is graduated. 
If F is graduated, then let {e I . . . . .  e,,} be a set of primitive, orthogonal 
idempotents such that eiFe i is maximal and I = 2~e r Let f l  . . . . .  fk be a 
set of primitive, orthogonal idempotents of A I such that 1 = ~fi. By the 
discussion above, the set {fi" e(x, x)}ik=l, x~G consists of orthogonal, 
primitive idempotents of F such that I = ~fi " e(x, x). Moreover, by the 
Krull-Schmidt-Azumaya theorem (since R is a complete DVR), for each 
1 < i < k and each x ~ G, there is some e~ such that Ffie(x, x) -- Fe~. 
Hence, since eiFe ~ is maximal, so is f i e (x ,x )F f ie (x ,x )=f iA l f r  Thus, 
A~ is graduated. 
(2) This follows since the categories mod(Al),  gr( l lG,  A), 
gr(1 [G, (A#G)*  G), and mod(A#G)  are all equivalent. II 
Statement (2) of the above proposition is false when the ring is not 
strongly graded. To see this, let 
.) 
which is graded by Z /2Z.  An easy computation shows that A 0 is maximal 
but A#G is not. 
When A is strongly graded and A~ is a maximal order, we may 
completely determine the structure of A, A#G,  and (A#G)*  G, as we see 
next. 
PROPOSITION 6.4. Let A be strongly graded by a finite group G such that 
A t is a maximal order in a division ring. Then 
1. A is a crossed product order; 
2. A#G is a maximal R-order in A#G = MG(K • A 1) = K • (A#G);  
and 
3. A is graded equivalent to a skew group ring of the form F * G, 
where F is a maximal order and G acts as automorphisms on F. 
Proof. (1) We first observe that A#G has orthogonal idempotents 
e(x, x) for each x ~ G. Since e(x, x ) (A#G)e(x ,  x) = A 1 and since A l is 
an order in a division ring, these idempotents are primitive. Now note that 
since A is strongly graded, the categories mod(A~) and mod(A#G)  are 
equivalent. But A1 is a maximal order in a division ring and so AI has a 
unique (up to isomorphism) indecomposable projective module. Conse- 
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quently, so does A#G. This implies that e(x, x ) (A#G)  -- e(y, y ) (A#G) 
for all x, y ~ G. It follows that there exists u ~ e(x, x)(A#G)e(y,  y) and 
t~, ~ e(y, y)(A#G)e(x,  x) such that uv = e(x, x) and cu = e(y, y). Yet 
u ~ A,.y-,(x,y) and t, ~ Aw.- ,e(y,x)  and so we may write u = 
axy-,e(x,y) and t., = ayx-,e(y,x). Now since ut, = e(x,x)  and t,u = 
e(y, y), we see that axy-,ayx-,  = ayx-,axy-, = 1 and so axy-, and a~.x-, 
are units of A inside Axy-, and Ay.,.-,, respectively. It follows that A is a 
crossed product order. 
(2) Note that if A = ~9 ~c Ag, then A = KA = ~c  KAg and so 
A is also G-strongly graded, written A = ~g~cA~ where Ag = KAg. It 
now follows readily from (1) that A#G c Mc(KA 1) = K(A#G)  = A#G.  
Since A#G and A~ are Morita equivalent, A#G is a maximal order. 
(3) By [23, Theorem 17.3], there is an inner automorphism of Me(A) 
which induces a ring isomorphism r: A#G ~ Mc,(AI); i.e., there is a unit 
u ~A ° such that A#G = UMG(AI)U -I and ~'(x) = u-lxu. 
Now ~- induces a group isomorphism ~-: Aut (A#G)~ Aut(Mc(A~)) 
which is determined by T(f)  = u- l fu and which satisfies ~-(x g) = ~-(x) ¢¢s) 
for all x ~ A#G and all g ~ G. If G'  = ~-(G), then there is a graded ring 
isomorphism between the skew group rings (A#G)*  G and MG(A~)* G'. 
In particular, A is graded equivalent o a skew group ring of the form 
F * G', where F is a maximal order and G' acts as automorphisms on F. 
I 
Since the irreducible lattices over the graduated order A#G are well- 
understood, we ask to what A-lattices they correspond. 
LEMMA 6.5. There is a one-to-one correspondence b tween the irreducible 
lattices of A#G and the full A-lattices in A that are graded indecomposable. 
Proof. The orders A and (A#G)*  G are graded equivalent by [16] and 
so indecomposable modules of A correspond to indecomposable modules 
of (A#G)*  G. By Theorem 3.1, A-lattices from the category gr (A)= 
gr( l lG,  A) correspond to lattices from gr( (A#G)*  G). But (A#G)*  G is 
strongly graded and so the categories gr ( (A#G)*  G) and mod(A#G)  are 
equivalent; the equivalence is given by the functors of induction and 
truncation. To investigate these correspondences in greater detail, we 
index the group as G = {1, g~ . . . . .  g~}. 
Claim. Given a graded A-module M, written M = ~GM~,  the 
corresponding A#G-module is [ M1Mg ., . . .  Mg-,]. 
The correspondence between mod~A) and mod((A#G)*G)  sends a 
module M ~ rood(A) to the module M = [M. . .  M] which is a 1 x IGI 
row vector over MIGI(A). If M is graded then so is ,~ and the corre- 
spondence between mod((A#G)*G)  and mod(A#G)  sends 3/1 to 
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a4 t, the 1-component. The grading for M, however, is given by )Qg, = 
[MgF,MgF,g... MgFIgi_lM1MgF,gi+,... Mg?,g]. This proves the claim. 
Claim. The R-rank of an irreducible A#G-module is the R-rank of A. 
It is clear from the first claim that M and (M)I  are isomorphic as 
R-modules and so they have the same R-rank. Now (M)l  is irreducible if 
and only if the R-rank of ()14)~ equals Eg~a rankR(Ag). However, this is 
precisely the R-rank of A and so this proves the claim. 
Consequently, irreducible lattices of A#G correspond to graded, inde- 
composable, full A-lattices in the quotient algebra A. | 
We close this section with an example (due to L. Klingler) of an order A 
that is local and graded by Z2; we compute A#G, together with its 
irreducible lattices. 
EXAMPLE 6.6. Let R denote the 2-adic integers, let K denote the 
quotient field of R, and let k denote the residue field of R. Let F = M2(R)  , 
the 2 × 2 matrices over R, and let P denote F~ rad F = 1"/2F, which is 
isomorphic to M2(k). Choose a field extension F of k of dimension 2 that 
sits inside P and let A be the pullback of the following "conductor 
square": 
L 
A ,F  
t 
F 'F .  
For example, we can let F be the field F = k - I + k • w, where to is the 
matrix 
(0 1) 
to = -1  -1  " 
In this case, we have that A = R • I + R • w + 2F. A tedious calculation 
shows that A is graded by the cyclic group of order 2, Z 2, and A = A o • A~ 
where A o=R- I+R. to  and 
1) 
-1  -1  0 " 
Note that A] = 4~ = 4A 0 c A o and so A is a graded (but not strongly 
graded) ring by the cyclic group of order 2, Z z, with identity component ~. 
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The smash product A#G is easy to compute: 
(At) Al). 
A#G = A] A o ' 
this is conjugate to 
4X X ) 
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which is the Bass ring listed in (3) of Example 6.2. Let S2 be this Bass ring. 
There are three irreducible f2-1attices: IX X], [2X X], and [4X X]. It 
is straightforward to show that these (A#G)-lattices correspond to the 
full, graded indecomposable A-lattices: F, A(1), and A where A(1) de- 
notes the 1-suspension of A. 
7. FINITE REPRESENTATION TYPE 
In this section, we study classical orders from integral representation 
theory that have finite representation type (FRT). Our main result is 
Corollary 7.5, which shows that the study of FRT can be reduced to orders 
graded by p-groups. We begin with a skew group ring result, 
PROPOSITION 7.1 (cf., [10, Proposition 33.4]). Let R be a complete DVR 
and let S denote an R-order in a separable K-algebra B. Let G be a finite 
group with subgroup H and suppose G acts on S as automotphisms. Let A 
denote the skew group ring by the group G over the ring S; i.e., A = S * G. 
1. I f  M is an (S * H)-lattice, then M is an (S * H)-direct summand of 
(MG) IH  . 
2. I f  S * G has FRT, then so does S * H. 
3. I f  JG : HI is a unit in S and L is any A-lattice, then L is a 
(S * G)-direct summand of (LJu) G. 
4. I f  [G : H[ is a unit in S, then S*  H has FRT if and only if S* G 
has FRT. 
Proof. The proof of [10, Proposition 33.4] holds for group rings but it 
can be adapted, in a straightforward manner, to hold for skew group rings 
as well. Note that (3) is a special case of Lemma 4.1. II 
COROLLARY 7.2. Let p be a prime integer such that p is a non-unit in R 
and let H be a p-Sylow subgroup of G. Then S * G has FRT if and only if 
S * H has FRT. 
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We wish to prove similar results for arbitrary graded rings. As a 
preliminary step, we relate mod(R H) and gr(HIG,  R) in order to descend 
from mod(R) to mod(RH). 
LEMMA 7.3. Let R be G-graded and let H be a subgroup of G. Let 
(__)c = __ ® . R" mod(R H) -* gr(HlG, R) denote the induction functor, RH 
and let ( - - ) , :  gr(HlG,  R) ~ mod(R , )  denote the truncation functor. 
1. [ ( - - )e l  H = lmod(RH); 
2. (__)c is a full, exact embedding; i.e., (__)c is bijective on the 
hom groups and preserves exact sequences. 
3. (__)c reflects isomorphisms: (X )  c -= (y)C ,~ X --- Y. 
4. (__)a preserves indecomposable modules: if X is indecomposable, 
so is (X )  a. 
5. I f  R is strongly graded, then (__)c, and (--)H are inverse functors. 
Proof (1) This follows easily since (M ®R, R)H = M ®R, RH = M. 
(2) Suppose f ~ Homg~ma, R)(MC, N a) so that, for all Hx ~ H]G, 
f (M ® RHx) C N ®^RHx. When x ~ H, we have f (M ® R H) = f (M)  c 
N ® R H = N. Let f :  M ~ N be the restriction of f to M; it follows that 
f~  Hommod(RH)(M, N)  and (f")c = F. This shows that (__)c is surjective 
on horn groups. We leave injectivity and preservation of exact sequences 
for the reader to check. 
(3) This follows from (1). 
(4) Suppose X is indecomposable and that (X )  c = U ¢ V for U, 
V ~ gr(HIG, R). Since (Xa) .  is indecomposable (being isomorphic to X)  
and (XC)H = U H • VH, we may assume that U. = 0 and X = V.. Now 
X c=(Xo)H.R= V H .Randyet  V H .RcV.Th is impl ies  X c= Vand 
so U=0.  
(5) See [ll l .  II 
THEOREM 7.4. Let A be graded by G and let H be a subgroup of G. 
1. If gr(HI G, A) has only finitely many indecomposable objects up to 
isomorphism, then A H has FRT. 
2. If A has FRT, then gr(HIG, R) has only finitely many non- 
isomorphic, indecomposable objects and A H has FRT. 
Proof (1) By Lemma 7.3, if M 1 and M z are indecomposable AH- 
modules, then M 1 ®4. A and M 2 ~tH A are indecomposable objects in 
gr(HlG, A). Moreover, M L =- M 2 ¢~ M I @AH A =- M 2 ® AH A. The result 
now follows. 
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(2) If A has FRT and A is graded equivalent o a skew group ring 
S * G, then S * G also has FRT. By Proposition 7.1, S * H has FRT. Yet 
mod(S * H)  is categorically equivalent o gr(HIG, A) and so gr(HIG, A) 
has only finitely many indecomposable objects up to isomorphism. Now 
apply (1). II 
COROLLARY 7.5. Let p be a prime integer such that p is a non-unit in R 
and let H be a p-Sylow subgroup of G. Let A be an R-order that is graded by 
the group G and let S * G be a skew group ring graded equivalent to R. The 
following statements are equivalent: 
1. A has FRT. 
2. The category gr(HIG, A) has, up to isomorphism, only finitely 
many indecomposable R-torsion free objects. 
3. S*  G has FRT. 
4. S*  H has FRT. 
Proof. We know that there is a skew group ring S * G such that A and 
S * G are graded equivalent rings by Corollary 2.10. Moreover, gr(HIG, R) 
and mod(S* H)  are equivalent by Corollary 3.2. The result now follows 
from Corollary 7.2. | 
COROLLARY 7.6. Let p be a prime integer such that p is a non-unit in R 
and let H be a p-Sylow subgroup of G. Let A be an R-order that is strongly 
graded by the group G and let S * G be a graded equivalent skew group ring. 
The following statements are equivalent: 
1. A has FRT. 
2. The category gr(HIG, A) has, up to isomorphism, only finitely 
many indecomposable R-torsionfree objects. 
3. A H has FRT. 
4. S*  G has FRT. 
5. S*  H has FRT. 
Since FRT is a " local /g lobal"  property (i.e., A has FRT if and only if 
A ®n Rp has FRT, for each prime integer p), the above corollaries show 
that the study of graded orders with FRT reduces to the case of p-groups. 
However, it is difficult to go further without more information about the 
specific order and its grading. The reason for this is seen by considering 
the r × r matrices over R, Mr(R). This order has many different gradings, 
ranging from the trivial grading to a strong grading by the cyclic group of 
order r, yet it always has FRT. Consequently, unless we know more about 
the grading and the order itself, FRT cannot be characterized solely in 
terms of the group. 
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If A is strongly graded with maximal 1-component, hen by Proposition 
6.4, A is graded equivalent o F * G', where F is a maximal order and G' 
acts on F as automorphisms. Consequently, the question of which strongly 
graded orders with maximal 1-components have FRT reduces to the 
question of which skew group rings over maximal orders have FRT. Of 
course, we can use Corollary 7.5 to assume that G' is a p-group. We leave 
the reader with the following open problem: 
PROBLEM. Let F be a prime maximal order over a complete DVR and 
let G be a p-group that acts as automorphisms on F. Give a characteriza- 
tion if possible, of those skew group rings F * G that have FRT. 
Partial solutions to this problem do exist; see [25]. 
Finally, note that RIG embeds inside (R#G)*  G because R 1 embeds 
inside R#G and G fixes R 1. With this observation, we might hope that 
the finite type of (R#G)*  G (and so of R) would be partially determined 
by the finite type of RIG. However, this is not the case. For example, let 
D denote the integers completed at the prime 2 and let R denote the 
8 × 8 matrices over D. Let G be the cyclic group of order 8 and grade R 
in the usual way, embedding G as permutation matrices in R. This makes 
R into a skew group ring. Now R has finite representation type since R is 
a maximal order over D. On the other hand, R I is a direct sum of eight 
copies of D and so RiG is the direct sum of eight copies of the integral 
group ring DG. Yet DG (and so RIG) has infinite type according to [10, 
Theorem 33.6]. 
8. MACKEY'S THEOREM, VERTICES, DEFECT GRouPs, AND 
BLOCK THEORY 
As our last application of graded equivalence theory, we develop the 
theory of vertices, sources, and defect groups for blocks of graded rings; 
the aim is to generalize the classical block theory for group rings. We 
follow closely the treatment of this subject found in [7]. We begin with a 
proof of Mackey's theory for arbitrary graded rings. Throughout this 
section, R denotes a ring graded by a group G. 
DEFINITION 8.1. Let r ~ G, let H be a subgroup, and let H r = "r- ~H-c. 
The conjugation functor ( I ) r :  gr(HlG, R) ~ gr(HrlG, R) is defined as 
follows. For an object M ~ gr(HlG, R), the module M r coincides with M 
as R-modules and has C-component (Mr)c = MTc for all C ~ HrIG. For 
a morphism 4': M--* N in gr(HlG, R), ckr: Mr~ N r is the morphism 
that coincides with 4~ as an R-module homomorphism of the R-modules 
M r= M and N r= N. (Note that ck(M D) cN o implies cy((Mr)c ) = 
¢~'(Mrc) = qS(Mrc) C Nrc = (NQc.) 
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LEMMA 8.2. Suppose R is strongly graded by the group G (e.g., R = 
kG), H is a subgroup of G, and ~" ~ G. If V ~ gr(HJG, R), then V" = 
V H OR, ' R~ ®Rm R as H']G-graded modules. 
Proof. Since R is strongly graded, tensoring by components of R is 
graded isomorphic to ordinary multiplication by components of R. Thus, if 
C ~H' [G  and we write C-- - r - JH'rx for some x ~ G, then the C- 
component of V H ®RH R~ ®Rm R is (V H ® R, ® R),-.ft,x which equals 
V H ® R~ ® R,-~H~ x and is isomorphic to VH, x. On the other hand, the 
~--IH~-x-component of V ~ is (V')<,H,x = VH, x. We leave the details of 
the graded isomorphism for the reader to check. II 
LEMMA 8.3. Let G-graded rings R and S be graded equicalent, let 1 c H 
be subgroups of G and let -r ~ G. Then: 
1. Any graded equiualence functor between R and S commutes with 
the conjugation functor; i.e., if (--)2 mod(R)~ rood(S) is a graded 
equivalence functor and M ~ gr(HIG, R), then (M'Y = (MD'. 
2. The conjugation functor (--)" commutes with the H lG-forgetful 
functor (--)HIG and the IlG-refinement functor (__)t~c,'; i.e., if M 
M " gr(IlG, R), then ( UlG) = (M¢)HTIG and if N ~ gr(HlG, R), then 
(NI l°y  = (NDrl  c'. 
Proof. (1) Without loss of generality, we may assume the functor (--)'  
equals the functor Horn R(p, __): mod(R) ~ mod(S) where P is a locally 
projective, graded R-module such that P generates mod(R) and 
E,d R(p) --__ S; we show Horn (p, My  --- Horn (p, MD. First suppose 
~- ~ G and P is finitely generated projective. Then, for D ~ H~IG, f 
[Hom(P, My]  o ~, f~ Hom(P, M),D ~ f (P , )  cM,  m. for all x ~ G. On 
the other hand, for D ~ H~IG, f ~ Hom(P, MDD ~ f (p , )  c (M')D.,. 
f(P~) c M~D ~ for all x ~ G. That is, [Horn(P, MY]D = Horn(P, MDD. 
If P is locally projective, written P = ~ [P,~], then we have 
Horn, (p ,M) .= l im) [Hom(P . ,M) ] .  = ,irn [Hom(P . ,M) ] "  
_ lira. [Hom(P , , ,M , ) ]  = Hom)(p ,M, )  " 
(2) Let D ~ H'[G and consider the D-component of (Mu~c,Y: 
[(MH,c) ']D=(MmG).D = (~ Mc= ~ Me.= (~ M~ c, 
CEIIG C~I IG C '~UIG 
CcrD r - ICcD C 'cD 
= ((M')HqG)D. 
M Thus, the D-component of ( HIG) equals the D-component of (M~)H~Ic 
We leave the refinement result for the reader to check. | 
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We arrive at our version of Mackey's theorem, which holds for arbitrary 
graded rings. Compare this to [8, Theorem 2.2]. 
THEOREM 8.4. Let R be a G-graded ring and let H and A be subgroups 
of G. Let ~ denote a complete set of double coset representatives of H and 
A in G. If  V ~ gr(HlG, R), then 
K • [(v') G[G ] A[G" 
Proof. Using our functor commutativity Theorem 3.5 and Lemma 8.3 
above, we can pass from R to the skew group ring (R#G)*  G via the 
graded equivalence functor Horn> (p,__): rood(R) --* mod((R#G)* G). 
Thus, assume without loss of generality that R is the skew group ring 
R = S * G. If X is any subgroup of G, then gr(X[G, R) is equivalent to 
mod(R x) by Corollary 3.2 and the equivalence is given by the induction 
functor (__)C = (__) ®Rx R: mod(R x) ~ gr(X[G, R). In addition, the 
forgetful functor (--)GIG factors through the induction functor (__)c: 
mod(R x) ~ mod(R) while the refinement functor (__)XlC factors through 
the restriction functor (--)[x: mod(R) ~ mod(Rx); see Propositions 3.6 
and 3.7 for further details. All of this enables us to conclude that 
(Vole) AIc ------ (V. ®R R)IA ®R R = [([vu]G)IA] c. 
Next we apply t~e classical Mackey result for skew group rings to 
([VH]G)IA. Invoking either [20, Lemma 3.10] or [7, Theorem 2.2], we have 
( tv , : )  A : 
where (VH) 7 = V H ® R~'. If we now induct to R, we obtain 
[(tv, 
since (M ®Rx RA) ®n~ R = M ®Rx R. NOW replacing the restriction 
functor with the refinement functor and the induction functor with the 
forgetful functor (due to Propositions 3.6 and 3.7), we get 
V, -~ A IG = G "r G 
" J GIG 
where the last isomorphism follows from I_~mma 8.2. | 
We proceed to extend vertex and block theory to arbitrary graded rings. 
Boisen [7] has extended this theory from classical group rings to strongly 
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graded rings, at least when the rings are finite dimensional algebras over a 
field. All of his arguments, however, need only the Krull-Schmidt heorem 
so we may safely assume that the rings in question are module finite 
algebras over a field or over a complete discrete valuation ring. We now 
state several results for arbitrary graded rings using the categories 
gr(H]G, R) instead of mod(RH); these results may be proved with the 
following observation. 
Remark 8.5. Let S*G denote a skew group ring that is graded 
equivalent o R, let V~ mod(R) and let (--) ' :  mod(R)--* rood(S* G) 
denote a graded equivalence functor between R and S * G. We have seen 
(Corollary 5.5) that for any V ~ rood(R), V is H[G-projective if and only 
if V' is (relative) H-projective. Consequently, statements about H[G- 
projectivity over an arbitrary graded ring translate directly into statements 
about relative H-projectivity over a skew group ring using graded equiva- 
lence. 
THEOREM 8.6 (cf. [7, Theorem 2.5]). Let U be an indecomposable 
R-module. 
1. I f  H is a subgroup of G which contains a Sylow p-subgroup of G, 
then every R-module is HI G-projective. 
2. There is a p-subgroup Q of G, unique up to conjugacy in G, such 
that U is HIG-projective if and only if Q c c H (i.e., Q is conjugate to a 
subgroup of H ). 
3. There is an indecomposable Q[G-module S (unique up to conjugacy 
in NG(Q)) such that U[SGI G. 
DEFINITION 8.7. With the notation from the above theorem, the sub- 
group Q is called a vertex of U, and S is called a source of U. 
The next step is to establish a Green correspondence for arbitrary 
graded rings. Suppose S # is a collection of subgroups of G. If P and 
H are any subgroups of G, the notation Pc t tS :  means that P is 
H-conjugate to a subgroup of an element of S '~. If V is a module, each of 
whose indecomposable summands is projective for some subgroup lying in 
,_9", we 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
say that V is S:[G-projective. We fix the following notation: 
Q is a p-subgroup of G. 
L is a subgroup of G containing the normalizer of Q. 
= {sQs-I I'~ Q Is ~ G, s ~ L}. 
A/" = {sQs-~ ¢q L Is ~ G, s ~ L}. 
.2" = {PIP c Q, P V: a ,g~'}. 
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THEOREM 8.8 (cf. [7, Theorem 2.8]). 1. I f  U is an indecomposable 
R-module with vertex P in _2", then U tic = V • Y, where V is an indecom- 
posable module in gr(LIG, R) with vertex P, U[Val c and Y is a JV[G- 
projective in gr( L I G , R ). 
2. I f  V is an indecomposable module in gr(LIG,  R) with vertex P in 
.~', then V c c -~ U • X where U is an indecomposable R-module with vertex 
P, VI U LIc and X is Y G-projective as an R-module. 
3. The Green Correspondence--Graded Version. There is a one-to-one 
correspondence between isomorphism classes of indecomposable R-modules 
with vertex in 2" and isomorphism classes of indecomposable modules in 
gr(LlG,  R) with vertex in .~. I f  U and V are corresponding modules for R 
and R LIG, respectively, then U and V have the same vertex and 
U LIe-- V ~ Y, Vclc-- U ~ X 
where Y is a JYlG-projective module in gr(L lG,  R) and X is a ~lG-projec- 
tire R-module. 
THEOREM 8.9 (cf. [7, Theorem 3.2]): The Burry-Car lson-Puig Theorem 
- -Graded Version. Let U be an indecomposable R-module with vertex Q 
and let V be the corresponding module in gr(L I G, R). If  M is an indecom- 
posable R-module and VIM LIe, then M -- U. 
DEFINITION 8.10. Let G °p denote the opposite group of G and let R °p 
denote the opposite ring of R. Note that R °p is a G°P-graded ring. We call 
G °p X G the enveloping roup of G an denote it by G e. Define 6: G --* G e 
via ~ ~ (o-- 1, o-) and we shall refer to 8(G) as the diagonal subgroup of 
G e. We call R °p × R the enveloping ring of R and denote it by R e. R" acts 
on R on the right via r(a ® 18) = arl~. In this way, R is an Re-module 
whose indecomposable summands are the blocks of R. 
The subgroups D of G for which ~(D) is a vertex of a block B of R in 
G e are defined to be the defect groups of B in G. 
THEOREM 8.11 (cf. [7, Theorem 3.5]). 
1. The minimal elements (under inclusion) of the collection of sub- 
groups H in G for which B is HelGe-projective are the defect groups of B in 
G. 
2. Let M be an indecomposable R-module lying in the block B of R. 
Then any defect group of B contains a vertex of M. 
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Final ly,  we establ ish a vers ion of  Brauer ' s  F irst  Ma in  Theorem for 
arb i t rary graded  rings. 
DEFINITION 8.12. Let  B be a b lock of  R,  H be a subgroup of  G, and b 
be a b lock of  R "lG in g r (H IG ,  R).  We say that  B corresponds to b and 
write B = bGr a if and only if B is the un ique  block of  R having the 
proper ty  biB ~''IG'. I f  b is a block of  R HIG which has a block of  R 
cor respond ing  to it, we say that  bor G is def ined.  
THEOREM 8.13 (cf. [7, Theorem 3.13]): B rauer ' s  F i rst  Ma in  
Theorem- -Graded Vers ion.  Let D be a p-subgroup of G and H be a 
subgroup containing NG(D). Then there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between the blocks of R H with defect group D and the blocks of R with defect 
group D gicen by letting the block b of R H correspond with b61G. 
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